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Provided sales support. Identified areas for improvement. Full-time Provided 
quality customer service to families inquiring about early childhood education 
Managed daily and weekly tasks towards key .

2011 – 2013
ASSISTANT CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST - ABC CORPORATION

 Handled inbound calls and emails and accurately document interactions with 
customers and dealerships Adequately respond to customer comments, 
requests and problems via phone and email in a timely and professional matter.

 Assisted customers with locating dealership, scheduling service and 
maintenance appointments, arranging alternative transportation, checking in on
the status and progress of a repair and providing the customer with updates on 
their vehicles repair.

 Communicated with the technical assistance team to gather additional 
information to provide to dealership to assist with accurately diagnosing and 
repairing vehicles.

 Verified recalls, special coverages and service updates on customers vehicles.
 Negotiated with service managers and service field managers to provide 

possible goodwill or cost assistance for customers vehicle concerns and 
inconveniences.

 Managed dealerships in northern California and northern Nevada that are 
Chevrolet Volt sales and service certified.

 Proactively reached out to customers who take delivery of a new Chevrolet Volt 
and being a customer service ambassador supporting customers throughout the
ownership of the vehicle.

1996 – 1997
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST - DELTA CORPORATION

 Inbound calls, I help callers get there demographic information in the client 
database and transfer them to the doctors office to be scheduled.

 Also when full service I helped callers schedule classes being offered at various 
hospitals and took payments.

 to 2008 Placed product orders and coordinated proper shipping methods on 
behalf of customers Created return authorizations based on customer requests .

 Answer phones, talk to patients, get demographics and transfer to Dr office or 
hospital Skills Used typing, customer service, computer.

 Provide outstanding customer service Responsible for branch balancing.
 Knowledge of computers &amp; Internet navigation Sales &amp; goal savvy 

Takes direction well but also shows initiative B2B Sales and B2C Sales Handled .
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 Provided superior customer service to The Hartford Small Commercial 
customers, utilizing phones and electronic delivery systems as appropriate .

EDUCATION

Electronic Media Broadcasting - 2005(Delta College)

SKILLS

Customer Service, Relationship Management, Microsoft Office Suite, Retail, Sales.
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